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1. General 
 

1.1Registration 

 

*The RASSPL Africa competitions are open to all anglers!

*The RASSPL Africa Competition Year starts on 1

*All anglers need to be registered in order to fish, must be done online or through a Franchise Principal.

*If you as a member decides to choose an additional franchise area, participating in their competitions, your 

membership fees will be R500 (Five hundred Rands).

such a franchise will be the same in all franchises. It is the res

principal of any changes to the anglers contact details.

*All anglers need to be registered in order to fish, this must be done online.

*It is the responsibility of the angler to notify his Franchise Princi

details. 

 

1.2Membership 

 

*Membership fees to join the RASSPL Africa Series within your franchise are R500.00 (five hundred Rand only) 

per annum. 

*A registered member on record from the previous year has a lee perio

ensuing year. 

*All registrations need to be done online and all funds to be deposited into RASSPL Africa bank account by 

member NOT principal or EXCO. 

*Registered members wanting to qualify to fish the Annual Nation

angling calendar year will need to pay a National Entrance Fee of R600 accompanied with a completed 

National Entrance form. 

*Members will pay R50 to enter any RASSPL competition which includes other franchise compe

the country. Non-members will pay R150 per competition and junior 

*All items that could possibly be classified as litter including any fishing line must at all times be collected. 

When departing from any angling spot a

angler's responsibility to ensure that all litter in the proximity of his activities have been completely cleared 

and disposed of at a recognized refuse disposal point.

Failure to comply with this will result in the anglers being disqualified for that specific day and or tournament.

 

1.3 Rights of Admission  

 

Right of admission to Rasspl SA is reserved, Rasspl SA has the right to refuse admission if a member or 

prospective member is in bad standing with Rasspl or any other sporting organization or deems the 

acceptance of such person to not be in the best interest of Rasspl.
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*The RASSPL Africa competitions are open to all anglers! 

Competition Year starts on 1st March and ends 28th February of the following year.

*All anglers need to be registered in order to fish, must be done online or through a Franchise Principal.

to choose an additional franchise area, participating in their competitions, your 

membership fees will be R500 (Five hundred Rands). The Entrance fee on the days angling competition within 

such a franchise will be the same in all franchises. It is the responsibility of the angler to notify his franchise 

principal of any changes to the anglers contact details. 

*All anglers need to be registered in order to fish, this must be done online. 

*It is the responsibility of the angler to notify his Franchise Principal of any changes to the anglers contact 

*Membership fees to join the RASSPL Africa Series within your franchise are R500.00 (five hundred Rand only) 

*A registered member on record from the previous year has a lee period of 60 days to pay his/her subs for the 

*All registrations need to be done online and all funds to be deposited into RASSPL Africa bank account by 

*Registered members wanting to qualify to fish the Annual National Tournament to be held in April of each 

angling calendar year will need to pay a National Entrance Fee of R600 accompanied with a completed 

*Members will pay R50 to enter any RASSPL competition which includes other franchise compe

members will pay R150 per competition and junior anglers U/16 are free.

*All items that could possibly be classified as litter including any fishing line must at all times be collected. 

When departing from any angling spot and or area that he or she has been fishing, it will be the individual 

angler's responsibility to ensure that all litter in the proximity of his activities have been completely cleared 

and disposed of at a recognized refuse disposal point. 

with this will result in the anglers being disqualified for that specific day and or tournament.

Right of admission to Rasspl SA is reserved, Rasspl SA has the right to refuse admission if a member or 

d standing with Rasspl or any other sporting organization or deems the 

acceptance of such person to not be in the best interest of Rasspl. 

March and ends 28th February of the following year. 

*All anglers need to be registered in order to fish, must be done online or through a Franchise Principal. 

to choose an additional franchise area, participating in their competitions, your 

The Entrance fee on the days angling competition within 

ponsibility of the angler to notify his franchise 

pal of any changes to the anglers contact 

*Membership fees to join the RASSPL Africa Series within your franchise are R500.00 (five hundred Rand only) 

d of 60 days to pay his/her subs for the 

*All registrations need to be done online and all funds to be deposited into RASSPL Africa bank account by 

al Tournament to be held in April of each 

angling calendar year will need to pay a National Entrance Fee of R600 accompanied with a completed 

*Members will pay R50 to enter any RASSPL competition which includes other franchise competitions around 

are free. 

*All items that could possibly be classified as litter including any fishing line must at all times be collected. 

nd or area that he or she has been fishing, it will be the individual 

angler's responsibility to ensure that all litter in the proximity of his activities have been completely cleared 

with this will result in the anglers being disqualified for that specific day and or tournament. 

Right of admission to Rasspl SA is reserved, Rasspl SA has the right to refuse admission if a member or 

d standing with Rasspl or any other sporting organization or deems the 
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1.4 Records 

 

Only paid up members may claim a RASSPL Africa record.

*A record claims form to be completed and 

* Visitors entering a RASSPL Africa Franchise competition for a day will be recognized as a RASSPL visitor only 

and will not qualify to enter any fish caught on the day as a RASSPL Africa Rec

*Such fish may however be available for the specific franchise prizes as per the rules and regulations of such 

franchise. 

*Only fish caught during the RASSPL Africa competitions will qualify for the RASSPL Africa record book.

*Applications submitted for consideration foran official RASSPL Africa record must be submitted with three 

photos: 

 

1.4.1 The first photo of the fish in the 100% Catch & Release Bucket.

1.4.2Thesecond photo of the fish lying on the white measuring mat with the tape measure clearl

measurement of the fish, including your score card showing the unique symbol for the day.

1.4.3 The third photo with the angler posing with the fish with his back to the sea.

1.4.4 Air exposure should be no longer than 60 seconds.

1.4.5 With respect to the new rules and regulations of RASSPL Africa, all species, edible and non

can fit into the 100% Catch and Released Bucket must be done so to save fish from any unnecessary harm. 

Failure to do so, the angler will be in a position of

within the franchise event and or National tournament event.

* No prizes or records will be considered or awarded without clear photos of fish on the mat or holding the 

fish. 

 

1.5 Leagues/Outing /Events/Boundaries

 

Each Franchise will host a maximum of 8 events per year within their territory. The dates of these 

competitions will be set out individually by each franchisee, and before the new season starts, (

to Mr Ebrahim Howell, so that such may be entered into the RAS

RASSPL Africa web site:www.rasspl.com

*All competition details (date, fishing times and venue) will be advertised on the competition poster which will 

also be available on the RASSPL Africa website.

*All competition posters and competition results need to be forwarded to info@rasspl.com as and when they 

become available. 

*Competition date changes: 

In the event that a RASSPL Africa Franchise competition clashes with a similar major event, such changes will 

be e-mailed to all registered members. In the event of stormy seas, the venue may also change with a week’s 

notice to accommodate better fishing. Within normal Franchiseevents and or tournaments, the principal and 

his committee will be the deciding factor for the

RASSPL Africa National Event, the final decision will come from the chairman of RASSPL Africa which will be 

final. 
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Only paid up members may claim a RASSPL Africa record. 

*A record claims form to be completed and forwarded via your franchise to our Head Office Records Officer.

* Visitors entering a RASSPL Africa Franchise competition for a day will be recognized as a RASSPL visitor only 

and will not qualify to enter any fish caught on the day as a RASSPL Africa Record. 

*Such fish may however be available for the specific franchise prizes as per the rules and regulations of such 

*Only fish caught during the RASSPL Africa competitions will qualify for the RASSPL Africa record book.

for consideration foran official RASSPL Africa record must be submitted with three 

.1 The first photo of the fish in the 100% Catch & Release Bucket. 

.2Thesecond photo of the fish lying on the white measuring mat with the tape measure clearl

measurement of the fish, including your score card showing the unique symbol for the day.

.3 The third photo with the angler posing with the fish with his back to the sea. 

Air exposure should be no longer than 60 seconds. 

respect to the new rules and regulations of RASSPL Africa, all species, edible and non

can fit into the 100% Catch and Released Bucket must be done so to save fish from any unnecessary harm. 

Failure to do so, the angler will be in a position of disqualification 

within the franchise event and or National tournament event. 

* No prizes or records will be considered or awarded without clear photos of fish on the mat or holding the 

Boundaries 

host a maximum of 8 events per year within their territory. The dates of these 

competitions will be set out individually by each franchisee, and before the new season starts, (

, so that such may be entered into the RASSPL Africa events calendar and listed on the 

www.rasspl.com 

*All competition details (date, fishing times and venue) will be advertised on the competition poster which will 

also be available on the RASSPL Africa website. 

tion posters and competition results need to be forwarded to info@rasspl.com as and when they 

In the event that a RASSPL Africa Franchise competition clashes with a similar major event, such changes will 

iled to all registered members. In the event of stormy seas, the venue may also change with a week’s 

notice to accommodate better fishing. Within normal Franchiseevents and or tournaments, the principal and 

his committee will be the deciding factor for the approval of an announcement of such changes only. For any 

RASSPL Africa National Event, the final decision will come from the chairman of RASSPL Africa which will be 

forwarded via your franchise to our Head Office Records Officer. 

* Visitors entering a RASSPL Africa Franchise competition for a day will be recognized as a RASSPL visitor only 

*Such fish may however be available for the specific franchise prizes as per the rules and regulations of such 

*Only fish caught during the RASSPL Africa competitions will qualify for the RASSPL Africa record book. 

for consideration foran official RASSPL Africa record must be submitted with three 

.2Thesecond photo of the fish lying on the white measuring mat with the tape measure clearly showing the 

measurement of the fish, including your score card showing the unique symbol for the day. 

respect to the new rules and regulations of RASSPL Africa, all species, edible and non-edible that 

can fit into the 100% Catch and Released Bucket must be done so to save fish from any unnecessary harm. 

* No prizes or records will be considered or awarded without clear photos of fish on the mat or holding the 

host a maximum of 8 events per year within their territory. The dates of these 

competitions will be set out individually by each franchisee, and before the new season starts, (1st  July)be sent 

SPL Africa events calendar and listed on the 

*All competition details (date, fishing times and venue) will be advertised on the competition poster which will 

tion posters and competition results need to be forwarded to info@rasspl.com as and when they 

In the event that a RASSPL Africa Franchise competition clashes with a similar major event, such changes will 

iled to all registered members. In the event of stormy seas, the venue may also change with a week’s 

notice to accommodate better fishing. Within normal Franchiseevents and or tournaments, the principal and 

approval of an announcement of such changes only. For any 

RASSPL Africa National Event, the final decision will come from the chairman of RASSPL Africa which will be 
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*Tickets and membership application forms will be available to purchase at any par

Anglers may also register to take part in any regional competition immediately before the start of any such 

competition. 

*In the event of an angler seeking the help of an assistant in carrying his/her tackle bags, bait coolers or 

pushing/pulling a beach trolley, this would be considered legal only if the said assistant is registered as a 

member. 

*Franchises have the choice of fishing their leagues on a Saturday or a Sunday.

*All clothing/items baring the RASSPL Africa name or logo n

production/circulation. 

*No franchise to host a competition during internationals, such competition needs to be postponed or 

rescheduled. 

*The 7 best leagues will count towards the members’ end of season overall

leagues only his/her 7 highest scoring league points will count for the end of season points.

* Each Franchises is to fish within their designated boundaries and if a competition is fished in another 

franchises area it must be a joint competition, ie Bi

in another franchise area upon consultation with and agreement of the host franchise (gentleman's 

agreement). The franchise owners should respect each other

factors needs to be considered when this agreement is made. Both the interest of the visiting and hosting 

franchises should be considered when consulting on this issue. The agreement should be in the best inter

of both franchises as well as RASSPL as a whole. If an agreement cannot be 

H.O. for resolution as mentioned later in the points after that.

This should not be a problem and will not affect the franchise in which the co

following principals are applied: 

 

1) Competition cannot be on the same day unless it’s a joint competition between franchises.

2) Franchise cannot host competition in another franchise’s area if that franchise has a competition in 

that area in the same month.  

3) Should the two Franchise not come to an agreement then the National Exco members will be asked to 

review and disregard/refuse the franchise to host the competition in another franchise’s boundaries as 

all decision/actions should be done in good will for the improvement/growth of Rasspl as a whole.

 

 

West Coast Blue Rays Boundaries: Dwarskerbos to Gaanzekraal

Western Province Bronzies Boundaries: 

OverBergKobbies Boundaries: Gansbaai to Stillbaai

Southern Cape Great Whites Boundaries: 

EP Raggies Boundaries: Van Staadens to Woody Cape

Kowie Crackers Boundaries: Hamburg to Sundays River

Border Black Tips Boundaries: Kei Mouth to Fish River
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*Tickets and membership application forms will be available to purchase at any participating tackle shops. 

Anglers may also register to take part in any regional competition immediately before the start of any such 

*In the event of an angler seeking the help of an assistant in carrying his/her tackle bags, bait coolers or 

ushing/pulling a beach trolley, this would be considered legal only if the said assistant is registered as a 

*Franchises have the choice of fishing their leagues on a Saturday or a Sunday. 

*All clothing/items baring the RASSPL Africa name or logo needs to be cleared with Head Office prior to 

*No franchise to host a competition during internationals, such competition needs to be postponed or 

*The 7 best leagues will count towards the members’ end of season overall results. If a member fishes all 8 

leagues only his/her 7 highest scoring league points will count for the end of season points.

* Each Franchises is to fish within their designated boundaries and if a competition is fished in another 

st be a joint competition, ie Bi-angular or Tri-angular. A franchise may host competitions 

in another franchise area upon consultation with and agreement of the host franchise (gentleman's 

agreement). The franchise owners should respect each other’s areas as environmental, social and economic 

factors needs to be considered when this agreement is made. Both the interest of the visiting and hosting 

franchises should be considered when consulting on this issue. The agreement should be in the best inter

of both franchises as well as RASSPL as a whole. If an agreement cannot be made, then it can be escalated to 

H.O. for resolution as mentioned later in the points after that. 

This should not be a problem and will not affect the franchise in which the competition will be held if the 

Competition cannot be on the same day unless it’s a joint competition between franchises.

Franchise cannot host competition in another franchise’s area if that franchise has a competition in 

Should the two Franchise not come to an agreement then the National Exco members will be asked to 

the franchise to host the competition in another franchise’s boundaries as 

all decision/actions should be done in good will for the improvement/growth of Rasspl as a whole.

Dwarskerbos to Gaanzekraal 

nzies Boundaries: Ganzekraal to Hermanus including Boland 

Gansbaai to Stillbaai 

Southern Cape Great Whites Boundaries: Natures Valley to Witsand 

Van Staadens to Woody Cape 

to Sundays River 

Kei Mouth to Fish River 

ticipating tackle shops. 

Anglers may also register to take part in any regional competition immediately before the start of any such 

*In the event of an angler seeking the help of an assistant in carrying his/her tackle bags, bait coolers or 

ushing/pulling a beach trolley, this would be considered legal only if the said assistant is registered as a 

eeds to be cleared with Head Office prior to 

*No franchise to host a competition during internationals, such competition needs to be postponed or 

results. If a member fishes all 8 

leagues only his/her 7 highest scoring league points will count for the end of season points. 

* Each Franchises is to fish within their designated boundaries and if a competition is fished in another 

A franchise may host competitions 

in another franchise area upon consultation with and agreement of the host franchise (gentleman's 

s areas as environmental, social and economic 

factors needs to be considered when this agreement is made. Both the interest of the visiting and hosting 

franchises should be considered when consulting on this issue. The agreement should be in the best interest 

then it can be escalated to 

mpetition will be held if the 

Competition cannot be on the same day unless it’s a joint competition between franchises. 

Franchise cannot host competition in another franchise’s area if that franchise has a competition in 

Should the two Franchise not come to an agreement then the National Exco members will be asked to 

the franchise to host the competition in another franchise’s boundaries as 

all decision/actions should be done in good will for the improvement/growth of Rasspl as a whole. 
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1.6 Juniors (u16) 

 

This category includes all anglers under the age of 16 years, if they are 15 years of age up until the 1

they will remain in the u/16 category till the end of the season.

and get chosen for the team for Internationals and during that time period they turn 16 before the 

tournament they will then have to forfei

Juniors under the age of 10 years may have assistance with casting and the baiting of hooks but no assistance 

may be offered with hooking or landing of fish.

*Anglers under the age of 16 years must be accompanied and fish under the guidance of 

*The Junior category is U/16 and an angler in this category may at any time nominate to be registered as a 

Senior but they will not be re-registered as a Junior once transferred to the Senior section.

*Prizes in the Junior category under the age of 16 years will be awarded based on individual fish points.

 

1.6A Ladies 

 

There will be a lady’s prize offered in each competition which will be awarded based on individual fish points. 

Ladies will also qualify to win the main senior prizes offered

tournament. 

 

1.6B Masters 

 

The Masters division within all League/Outing events and or other competitions including the Nationals 

includes all anglers above the age of 55 years.

*Any Master may at any time be eligible for any Senior prize as well as the prizes in the Master category.

*Subscription and the all rules pertaining to RASSPL Africa will apply to any Master.

 

 

1.7 National Tournament 

 

During these events, RASSPL Africa will bring together all spo

event and grow the National event each year to become the “ULTIMATE showdown”in angling along the South 

African coast line. The event will be a tribute to the year past with new and exciting initiatives for the y

ahead. 

*RASSPL AFRICA will use the National event/tournament as a platform to introduce all new products to the 

members including all promotions to be launched in the coming year.

*The National event will culminate in deciding 

within their respective franchise and at the National event. They will form the International Team. National 
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This category includes all anglers under the age of 16 years, if they are 15 years of age up until the 1

they will remain in the u/16 category till the end of the season. Should they be in the u/16 team at nationals 

and get chosen for the team for Internationals and during that time period they turn 16 before the 

tournament they will then have to forfeit the team. 

Juniors under the age of 10 years may have assistance with casting and the baiting of hooks but no assistance 

may be offered with hooking or landing of fish. 

*Anglers under the age of 16 years must be accompanied and fish under the guidance of 

*The Junior category is U/16 and an angler in this category may at any time nominate to be registered as a 

registered as a Junior once transferred to the Senior section.

he age of 16 years will be awarded based on individual fish points.

There will be a lady’s prize offered in each competition which will be awarded based on individual fish points. 

Ladies will also qualify to win the main senior prizes offered on the day and or on any other day of the specific 

The Masters division within all League/Outing events and or other competitions including the Nationals 

includes all anglers above the age of 55 years. 

e be eligible for any Senior prize as well as the prizes in the Master category.

*Subscription and the all rules pertaining to RASSPL Africa will apply to any Master. 

During these events, RASSPL Africa will bring together all sponsors who have been a part of any franchise 

event and grow the National event each year to become the “ULTIMATE showdown”in angling along the South 

African coast line. The event will be a tribute to the year past with new and exciting initiatives for the y

*RASSPL AFRICA will use the National event/tournament as a platform to introduce all new products to the 

members including all promotions to be launched in the coming year. 

*The National event will culminate in deciding the Top Anglers, based on performance throughout the year 

within their respective franchise and at the National event. They will form the International Team. National 

This category includes all anglers under the age of 16 years, if they are 15 years of age up until the 1
st

 June 

Should they be in the u/16 team at nationals 

and get chosen for the team for Internationals and during that time period they turn 16 before the 

Juniors under the age of 10 years may have assistance with casting and the baiting of hooks but no assistance 

*Anglers under the age of 16 years must be accompanied and fish under the guidance of an adult angler. 

*The Junior category is U/16 and an angler in this category may at any time nominate to be registered as a 

registered as a Junior once transferred to the Senior section. 

he age of 16 years will be awarded based on individual fish points. 

There will be a lady’s prize offered in each competition which will be awarded based on individual fish points. 

on the day and or on any other day of the specific 

The Masters division within all League/Outing events and or other competitions including the Nationals 

e be eligible for any Senior prize as well as the prizes in the Master category. 

nsors who have been a part of any franchise 

event and grow the National event each year to become the “ULTIMATE showdown”in angling along the South 

African coast line. The event will be a tribute to the year past with new and exciting initiatives for the year 

*RASSPL AFRICA will use the National event/tournament as a platform to introduce all new products to the 

performance throughout the year 

within their respective franchise and at the National event. They will form the International Team. National 
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Teams Selection Angler’s Franchise position is added with the angler’s National position. Anglers are ranked 

from lowest to highest combined score and the anglers with the lowest combined score (Franchise position + 

Nationals position) qualify for the National Team. Where there is a tie, thepoints scored at the Nationals will 

be used to split ties. Each category is separate, and teams will be selected in each category. Anglers must have 

fished at least 4 franchise leagues as a paid

selected will be able to participate in the Nationals event, the top 12 

juniors, the top 6 masters. 

*In order for U/16 Juniors to be in line with any Bonanza prize that is up for grabs at a National event such as a 

vehicle he/she will have to pay the full entry amount as per a senior, howev

prizes in the junior and open section. 

*NO angler will be allowed to fish 24 hours before a Nationals Competition in area’s which has been allocated.
 

1.7.1Inter-franchise events 

 

These will be left for franchisees to arrange at their own discretion suitable to coincide with one another’s 

yearly itinerary. 

 

1.8 Prizes & Prize Giving 

 

Prize Giving’s must be held soon after the points have been calculated, totalled and photos checked for the 

day. 

*Points and Prizes will be calculated using the RASSPL Africa Access program which will be supplied to each of 

the Franchise owners. 

*There will be no maximum limit of prizes awarded to a particular angler, so one angler may be awarded as 

many prizes as he or she qualifies for. 

*In the event of two or more anglers having the same score in any competition, the angler with the most 

number of fish shall be the winner. 

*In the event of scores being tied and anglers catching the same number of fish in any competition, the one 

with the highest scoring bonus points shall be the winner.

*In the event of a tie in respect score, number of fish and bonus points, the angler with the highest points for 

the year to date will be the winner. 

*In the event of two anglers catching a fish of the same me

with the most points on the day between the two. In the event of both anglers having only caught one fish for 

the day the prize will be awarded to the angler with the most points for the year up to that dat

*Prizes will be awarded to the top eight (8) heaviest species for the day. These are: One shark species and one 

ray species. The next six (6) prizes are for six different edible fish species, each category in descending weight 

order. The heaviest of each species will win the prize awardedon the day.

*In the case of fewer species being caught the remaining prizes will be carried over to the next Pro League 

competition. 

*Prizes need to be collected in person at the prize giving or the prize will be awarded

such a prize, unless the first angler has a very valid excuse and has made prior arrangements with the 

organizer for someone to collect his prize on his or her behalf.

*Fish weighing less than 1 kg for edibles and 2 kg for non
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Teams Selection Angler’s Franchise position is added with the angler’s National position. Anglers are ranked 

lowest to highest combined score and the anglers with the lowest combined score (Franchise position + 

Nationals position) qualify for the National Team. Where there is a tie, thepoints scored at the Nationals will 

parate, and teams will be selected in each category. Anglers must have 

fished at least 4 franchise leagues as a paid-up member to qualify for National Team selection. 

selected will be able to participate in the Nationals event, the top 12 anglers, the top 6 ladies, the top 6 

*In order for U/16 Juniors to be in line with any Bonanza prize that is up for grabs at a National event such as a 

vehicle he/she will have to pay the full entry amount as per a senior, however he/she will still be able to win 

24 hours before a Nationals Competition in area’s which has been allocated.

range at their own discretion suitable to coincide with one another’s 

Prize Giving’s must be held soon after the points have been calculated, totalled and photos checked for the 

calculated using the RASSPL Africa Access program which will be supplied to each of 

*There will be no maximum limit of prizes awarded to a particular angler, so one angler may be awarded as 

the event of two or more anglers having the same score in any competition, the angler with the most 

*In the event of scores being tied and anglers catching the same number of fish in any competition, the one 

hest scoring bonus points shall be the winner. 

*In the event of a tie in respect score, number of fish and bonus points, the angler with the highest points for 

*In the event of two anglers catching a fish of the same measurement the prize will be awarded to the angler 

with the most points on the day between the two. In the event of both anglers having only caught one fish for 

the day the prize will be awarded to the angler with the most points for the year up to that dat

*Prizes will be awarded to the top eight (8) heaviest species for the day. These are: One shark species and one 

ray species. The next six (6) prizes are for six different edible fish species, each category in descending weight 

h species will win the prize awardedon the day. 

*In the case of fewer species being caught the remaining prizes will be carried over to the next Pro League 

*Prizes need to be collected in person at the prize giving or the prize will be awarded to the next in line to win 

such a prize, unless the first angler has a very valid excuse and has made prior arrangements with the 

organizer for someone to collect his prize on his or her behalf. 

*Fish weighing less than 1 kg for edibles and 2 kg for non-edibles will not be eligible to win a prize.

Teams Selection Angler’s Franchise position is added with the angler’s National position. Anglers are ranked 

lowest to highest combined score and the anglers with the lowest combined score (Franchise position + 

Nationals position) qualify for the National Team. Where there is a tie, thepoints scored at the Nationals will 

parate, and teams will be selected in each category. Anglers must have 

selection. Only the teams 

anglers, the top 6 ladies, the top 6 

*In order for U/16 Juniors to be in line with any Bonanza prize that is up for grabs at a National event such as a 

er he/she will still be able to win 

24 hours before a Nationals Competition in area’s which has been allocated. 

range at their own discretion suitable to coincide with one another’s 

Prize Giving’s must be held soon after the points have been calculated, totalled and photos checked for the 

calculated using the RASSPL Africa Access program which will be supplied to each of 

*There will be no maximum limit of prizes awarded to a particular angler, so one angler may be awarded as 

the event of two or more anglers having the same score in any competition, the angler with the most 

*In the event of scores being tied and anglers catching the same number of fish in any competition, the one 

*In the event of a tie in respect score, number of fish and bonus points, the angler with the highest points for 

asurement the prize will be awarded to the angler 

with the most points on the day between the two. In the event of both anglers having only caught one fish for 

the day the prize will be awarded to the angler with the most points for the year up to that date. 

*Prizes will be awarded to the top eight (8) heaviest species for the day. These are: One shark species and one 

ray species. The next six (6) prizes are for six different edible fish species, each category in descending weight 

*In the case of fewer species being caught the remaining prizes will be carried over to the next Pro League 

to the next in line to win 

such a prize, unless the first angler has a very valid excuse and has made prior arrangements with the 

dibles will not be eligible to win a prize. 
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1.9 Competition results 

 

The Franchisee will ensure that all results of his/her Franchise tournament are sent to Head office and 

Matthew Parkinson at Rhodes University 

processing. All photographs should be uploaded onto the RASSPL Africa’s drop

managed by the RASSPL Africa’s head office. RASSPL head office will maintain a central 

registered anglers and have records of all their fish caught in each competition. Results will be published after 

each competition on the RASSPL website.

*Should such system not be maintained by the Franchise Principal, and results not sent

timeously, the specific anglers who may be in contention for any initiative yearly prizes and or for the selection 

on any specific team and or for any specific prize will not be eligible for such prize.

*RASSPL Africa will take no responsibility in ensuring that such results as listed above are not sent into head 

office, nor will RASSPL Africa take any responsibility for the disqualification of such member and or angler 

because of failure to comply with this condition.

*The same will apply to the franchise membership database. It will be the responsibility of the franchisee or 

his nominated committee member to make sure that the 

Krugerinfo@rasspl.com is kept up to date

*All competition results will be listed on the RASSPL Africa website 

and view. 

*Any discrepancies are to be filed at the weigh

objections, the results will be accepted as such and prizes will be awarded to the various winners of each 

category of a specific competition. 

*In the case of a discrepancy the members/representatives of the franchise holder will make a decision based 

on the evidence presented and the Judge’s decision will be final.

 

1.10 Discipline 

 

RASSPL Africa reserves the right to disqualify any angler who cheats during a competition or transgresses any 

of the said terms and conditions or its 

competition rules or acts in a manner which is detrimental to the interests of RASSPL Africa or its members.

Any angler caught cheating or breaking the rules will be blacklisted for life and be banned from fishing any 

future Pro League competitions or National tournaments.

In the event of a complaint arising after a competition due to evidence coming to the fore that cheating has 

taken place, or an angler has not followed the proper rules and procedures, the angler will be afforded a 

hearing to defend his/her case and in the event s

be penalized or banned from fishing any further Pro Leagues and may be asked to return any prizes awarded 

to them. In the case of this happening the prize will then be carried over to the next co

 

1.11 Injury during any RASSPL events, competitions or national tournaments

 

RASSPL Africa and any RASSPL Africa Franchise will not accept any responsibility for any injury or losses 

incurred by anglers participating in the Rock and Surf Super Pro League events, competitions or national 
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The Franchisee will ensure that all results of his/her Franchise tournament are sent to Head office and 

Matthew Parkinson at Rhodes University mattc.parkinson@gmail.comwithin 48 hours of the said event for 

processing. All photographs should be uploaded onto the RASSPL Africa’s drop-box folder which will be 

managed by the RASSPL Africa’s head office. RASSPL head office will maintain a central 

registered anglers and have records of all their fish caught in each competition. Results will be published after 

each competition on the RASSPL website. 

*Should such system not be maintained by the Franchise Principal, and results not sent

timeously, the specific anglers who may be in contention for any initiative yearly prizes and or for the selection 

on any specific team and or for any specific prize will not be eligible for such prize. 

ibility in ensuring that such results as listed above are not sent into head 

office, nor will RASSPL Africa take any responsibility for the disqualification of such member and or angler 

because of failure to comply with this condition. 

to the franchise membership database. It will be the responsibility of the franchisee or 

his nominated committee member to make sure that the RASSPL Africa treasurer, Mrs Janine 

is kept up to date with all new membership entries. 

*All competition results will be listed on the RASSPL Africa website www.rasspl.com for all anglers to follow 

*Any discrepancies are to be filed at the weigh-in and notwithstanding any subsequent complaints or 

objections, the results will be accepted as such and prizes will be awarded to the various winners of each 

*In the case of a discrepancy the members/representatives of the franchise holder will make a decision based 

he evidence presented and the Judge’s decision will be final. 

RASSPL Africa reserves the right to disqualify any angler who cheats during a competition or transgresses any 

in a manner which is detrimental to the interests of RASSPL Africa or its members.

Any angler caught cheating or breaking the rules will be blacklisted for life and be banned from fishing any 

future Pro League competitions or National tournaments. 

vent of a complaint arising after a competition due to evidence coming to the fore that cheating has 

taken place, or an angler has not followed the proper rules and procedures, the angler will be afforded a 

hearing to defend his/her case and in the event such angler is foundguilty for transgressions he or she could 

be penalized or banned from fishing any further Pro Leagues and may be asked to return any prizes awarded 

to them. In the case of this happening the prize will then be carried over to the next co

1.11 Injury during any RASSPL events, competitions or national tournaments 

RASSPL Africa and any RASSPL Africa Franchise will not accept any responsibility for any injury or losses 

incurred by anglers participating in the Rock and Surf Super Pro League events, competitions or national 

The Franchisee will ensure that all results of his/her Franchise tournament are sent to Head office and 

within 48 hours of the said event for 

box folder which will be 

managed by the RASSPL Africa’s head office. RASSPL head office will maintain a central database of all 

registered anglers and have records of all their fish caught in each competition. Results will be published after 

*Should such system not be maintained by the Franchise Principal, and results not sent into head office 

timeously, the specific anglers who may be in contention for any initiative yearly prizes and or for the selection 

ibility in ensuring that such results as listed above are not sent into head 

office, nor will RASSPL Africa take any responsibility for the disqualification of such member and or angler 

to the franchise membership database. It will be the responsibility of the franchisee or 

Mrs Janine 

for all anglers to follow 

in and notwithstanding any subsequent complaints or 

objections, the results will be accepted as such and prizes will be awarded to the various winners of each 

*In the case of a discrepancy the members/representatives of the franchise holder will make a decision based 

RASSPL Africa reserves the right to disqualify any angler who cheats during a competition or transgresses any 

in a manner which is detrimental to the interests of RASSPL Africa or its members. 

Any angler caught cheating or breaking the rules will be blacklisted for life and be banned from fishing any 

vent of a complaint arising after a competition due to evidence coming to the fore that cheating has 

taken place, or an angler has not followed the proper rules and procedures, the angler will be afforded a 

uch angler is foundguilty for transgressions he or she could 

be penalized or banned from fishing any further Pro Leagues and may be asked to return any prizes awarded 

to them. In the case of this happening the prize will then be carried over to the next competition. 

RASSPL Africa and any RASSPL Africa Franchise will not accept any responsibility for any injury or losses 

incurred by anglers participating in the Rock and Surf Super Pro League events, competitions or national 
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tournaments. Participation of any such events

Franchisor and its Franchisees against any claims for losses or damages incurred during or as a result of 

participation and/or attendance of such events, competitions or national tournaments.

*Each angler/participant accepts personal responsibility to ensure that he or she is insured for personal injury, 

loss or damage and signs a personal indemnity form before taking part in the Pro League competitions.

*In the event that an angler is injured or beco

or her place by decision of the competition/tournament organizer.

*RASSPL Africa Franchise Principles will carry a basic first aid kit for any minor injuries that might occur on the 

beach but in the event of a serious injury anglers will need to consult a medical doctor at their own cost.

 

2. Competition Rules 

 
The competition rules will act as the official set of rules for any competitions fished under the auspices of the 

Rock and Surf Super Pro League. Any changes to these rules will be 

*RASSPL AFRICA’S 7 existing active Franchises will vote and form the RASSPL EXCO (Executive council).

there be any enquiry and or rule change suggestion, such will be given t

be brought to the Chairman of RASSPL AFRICA during an urgent application and or on specific dates where 

RASSPL AFRICA will hold an EXCO meeting. Any changes and or any amendment to the existing rules will be 

circulated to all registered members on the RASSPL Africa database two weeks prior to any tournament. Such 

amendments will also be listed on the RASSPL Africa website.

 

2.1 Minimum size 

 

2.1.1 Non-Edibles (Sharks and Rays/skates)

There is no minimum size for sharks and

under 2kg (the scoring program will automatically give 2 points not measured).

To claim a species, one needs one photo of the fish in the RASSPL bucket with the score card showing the 

unique symbol for the day visible in the photo.

2.1.2 Sharks larger than 2kg will need 3 photos, 1: shark in bucket (if it easily fits), 

2: shark on the mat indicating length with score card and symbol visible in photo, 

3: angler posing with the shark with their back towards the sea. Column C on the back of scorecard indicates 

theminimum length of sharks/rays/skatesattaining 2kg.

2.1.3 Sharks larger than the RASSPL mat will need a photo with the scorecard placed against the shark which 

will be used to measure the shark using computer software (ImageJ) by the scorers.

The score card will be used for the reference length as it is of known length. For these large sharks only 1 

photo must be taken – the score card must be placed against the side of the shark i

facing the photographer. The angler must position themselves on theother side of the shark, behind the dorsal 

fin, with their back to the sea. All efforts to ensure that the shark lies straight and perpendicular to the camera 

will ensure that the correct length can be calculated from the photo.

2.1.4 For rays/skates larger than 2kg 2 photos must be taken 

1: with score card placed centrally on the back of the ray/skate and photographed from directly above the 

fish,  
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tournaments. Participation of any such events therefore indemnifiesthe Rock and Surf Super Pro League 

Franchisor and its Franchisees against any claims for losses or damages incurred during or as a result of 

participation and/or attendance of such events, competitions or national tournaments.

ngler/participant accepts personal responsibility to ensure that he or she is insured for personal injury, 

loss or damage and signs a personal indemnity form before taking part in the Pro League competitions.

*In the event that an angler is injured or becomes sick a reserve may be entered in a competition to take his 

or her place by decision of the competition/tournament organizer. 

*RASSPL Africa Franchise Principles will carry a basic first aid kit for any minor injuries that might occur on the 

n the event of a serious injury anglers will need to consult a medical doctor at their own cost.

The competition rules will act as the official set of rules for any competitions fished under the auspices of the 

o League. Any changes to these rules will be facilitated through the EXCO.

*RASSPL AFRICA’S 7 existing active Franchises will vote and form the RASSPL EXCO (Executive council).

there be any enquiry and or rule change suggestion, such will be given to the EXCO members where such will 

be brought to the Chairman of RASSPL AFRICA during an urgent application and or on specific dates where 

RASSPL AFRICA will hold an EXCO meeting. Any changes and or any amendment to the existing rules will be 

all registered members on the RASSPL Africa database two weeks prior to any tournament. Such 

amendments will also be listed on the RASSPL Africa website. 

Edibles (Sharks and Rays/skates) 

There is no minimum size for sharks and Rays/skates so therefore it is not necessary to measure those that are 

under 2kg (the scoring program will automatically give 2 points not measured). 

To claim a species, one needs one photo of the fish in the RASSPL bucket with the score card showing the 

unique symbol for the day visible in the photo. 

2.1.2 Sharks larger than 2kg will need 3 photos, 1: shark in bucket (if it easily fits),  

2: shark on the mat indicating length with score card and symbol visible in photo,  

th their back towards the sea. Column C on the back of scorecard indicates 

theminimum length of sharks/rays/skatesattaining 2kg. 

2.1.3 Sharks larger than the RASSPL mat will need a photo with the scorecard placed against the shark which 

sure the shark using computer software (ImageJ) by the scorers. 

The score card will be used for the reference length as it is of known length. For these large sharks only 1 

the score card must be placed against the side of the shark in line with the dorsal fin, 

facing the photographer. The angler must position themselves on theother side of the shark, behind the dorsal 

fin, with their back to the sea. All efforts to ensure that the shark lies straight and perpendicular to the camera 

ll ensure that the correct length can be calculated from the photo. 

2.1.4 For rays/skates larger than 2kg 2 photos must be taken – 

1: with score card placed centrally on the back of the ray/skate and photographed from directly above the 

therefore indemnifiesthe Rock and Surf Super Pro League 

Franchisor and its Franchisees against any claims for losses or damages incurred during or as a result of 

participation and/or attendance of such events, competitions or national tournaments. 

ngler/participant accepts personal responsibility to ensure that he or she is insured for personal injury, 

loss or damage and signs a personal indemnity form before taking part in the Pro League competitions. 

mes sick a reserve may be entered in a competition to take his 

*RASSPL Africa Franchise Principles will carry a basic first aid kit for any minor injuries that might occur on the 

n the event of a serious injury anglers will need to consult a medical doctor at their own cost. 

The competition rules will act as the official set of rules for any competitions fished under the auspices of the 

facilitated through the EXCO. 

*RASSPL AFRICA’S 7 existing active Franchises will vote and form the RASSPL EXCO (Executive council). Should 

o the EXCO members where such will 

be brought to the Chairman of RASSPL AFRICA during an urgent application and or on specific dates where 

RASSPL AFRICA will hold an EXCO meeting. Any changes and or any amendment to the existing rules will be 

all registered members on the RASSPL Africa database two weeks prior to any tournament. Such 

Rays/skates so therefore it is not necessary to measure those that are 

To claim a species, one needs one photo of the fish in the RASSPL bucket with the score card showing the 

th their back towards the sea. Column C on the back of scorecard indicates 

2.1.3 Sharks larger than the RASSPL mat will need a photo with the scorecard placed against the shark which 

The score card will be used for the reference length as it is of known length. For these large sharks only 1 

n line with the dorsal fin, 

facing the photographer. The angler must position themselves on theother side of the shark, behind the dorsal 

fin, with their back to the sea. All efforts to ensure that the shark lies straight and perpendicular to the camera 

1: with score card placed centrally on the back of the ray/skate and photographed from directly above the 
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2: with angler posing with fish with their back to the sea.

2.1.5 Smooth Hounds and Spotted Gully’s have a minimum length of 95cm to qualify for a specie, prize, bonus 

points, both species measuring under 95cm will count as one specie only

 

2.1.2 Edibles 

All edible (Fish) need to be 500g + to qualify as a species except for the following list:

Barbel/catfish (black and white) 

Banded galjoen 

Fingerfin (Two-Tone) 

Fingerfin (Red Fingers) 

Fransmadam (Karel se grootoog) 

Mackerel 

Pompano (Three Spot) 

Rockcod (Halfmoon) 

Rockcod (Soup Bully/Koester) 

Sergeant Major 

Steenbras (Sand) 

These species will only need one photo, with the fish in the RASSPL Bucket with the score card showing the 

unique symbol for the day visible in the photo. This means that these fish never nee

once landed, as they should be released using the bucket, like allother fish. All other species over 500g 

(Column A indicates what the fish needs to measure to make 500g) will need 3 photos. 

 

 

 

 

1: fish in the bucket,  

2: fish on the mat indicating length with

score card and symbol visible in photo,  

3: angler posing with the fish with their back towards

the sea. Fish over 1kg will need a 3rd photo with the angler posing with the fish with the sea in the background. 

Column B on the back of scorecard indicates the 1kg size in length.

 

2.1.3 All Franchisee are to use the RASSPL Access Program, length

by Matt Parkinson, Rhodes University,in order to calculate points for all catches made at RASSPL A

outings. 

 

2.2.4 The Recording of fish 

 

2.2.1All scorecards must display the angler’s name, RASSPL number and contact cell number.

All the information on score card must be recorded neatly.

2.2.2All catches must be witnessed by another competing 

competition. The witness signing the scorecard is declaring that they witnessed the fish being caught and that 

the size of the fish written on the scorecard is correct.
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angler posing with fish with their back to the sea. 

2.1.5 Smooth Hounds and Spotted Gully’s have a minimum length of 95cm to qualify for a specie, prize, bonus 

points, both species measuring under 95cm will count as one specie only. 

edible (Fish) need to be 500g + to qualify as a species except for the following list: 

These species will only need one photo, with the fish in the RASSPL Bucket with the score card showing the 

unique symbol for the day visible in the photo. This means that these fish never need to be exposed to air 

once landed, as they should be released using the bucket, like allother fish. All other species over 500g 

(Column A indicates what the fish needs to measure to make 500g) will need 3 photos. 

e mat indicating length with 

 

3: angler posing with the fish with their back towards 

photo with the angler posing with the fish with the sea in the background. 

ack of scorecard indicates the 1kg size in length. 

2.1.3 All Franchisee are to use the RASSPL Access Program, length-to-weight conversion formula formulated 

by Matt Parkinson, Rhodes University,in order to calculate points for all catches made at RASSPL A

2.2.1All scorecards must display the angler’s name, RASSPL number and contact cell number.

All the information on score card must be recorded neatly. 

2.2.2All catches must be witnessed by another competing RASSPL Africa angler or an official on the day of the 

competition. The witness signing the scorecard is declaring that they witnessed the fish being caught and that 

the size of the fish written on the scorecard is correct. 

2.1.5 Smooth Hounds and Spotted Gully’s have a minimum length of 95cm to qualify for a specie, prize, bonus 

These species will only need one photo, with the fish in the RASSPL Bucket with the score card showing the 

d to be exposed to air 

once landed, as they should be released using the bucket, like allother fish. All other species over 500g 

(Column A indicates what the fish needs to measure to make 500g) will need 3 photos.  

photo with the angler posing with the fish with the sea in the background. 

weight conversion formula formulated 

by Matt Parkinson, Rhodes University,in order to calculate points for all catches made at RASSPL Africa’s 

2.2.1All scorecards must display the angler’s name, RASSPL number and contact cell number. 

RASSPL Africa angler or an official on the day of the 

competition. The witness signing the scorecard is declaring that they witnessed the fish being caught and that 
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2.2.3 The witnessmust use their RASSPL number as reference (name) when signing the angler’s card.

2.2.4The angler and witness must both agree on the measurement of the fish at the time the fish is measured. 

If there is a discrepancy it must be brought to the attention of the Organizers an

The witness’s decision is final unless otherwise decided by the competition management.

2.2.5No changes may be made once the fish has been recorded on the score card.

2.2.6Only once a fish has been witnessed (signed) and releas

2.2.7State the sex of fish in the case of sharks and rays;if not stated the male conversion will be used to 

calculate weight points. 

2.2.8If uncertain of the species of a fish, write what species you think it is and show pho

you hand in your scorecard. 

2.2.9Any fish that is caught out of season will still score points as all fish are released.

 

2.3Measuring of fish 

 

2.3.1 Your 100% Catch & Release bucket must be kept full of seawater and within 50m of an

fish must not be left on the beach while anglers fill the bucket.

After taking the 1st photo of your fish in the bucket,now place the fish on the mat (unless it is a “no measure” 

species, refer to 2.1.1 & 2.1.2 above) with the nose of th

strip at the zero end of the printed tape measure found on thewhite weigh mat, make sure the mat is clean, 

wet and sand free before any fish is placed thereon.

2.3.2 When measuring a fish, the mat needs 

and or fish being disqualified for point allocation.

 

2.3.3It is important to make sure whether the measurement should be fork length, total length or pre

length. Any fish measured incorrectly will be disqualified. Remember, sharks that have teeth need a pre

caudal measurement; others must be total length measurement.

 

2.4Photos of fish 

 

In order for your fish to score points and to qualify for a prize there are three very important p

which have already been mentioned. 

 

2.4.1 1. Photo of the fish in the 100% Catch and Release bucket.

2. Photo of the fish on the RASSPL mat clearly showing the size of the fish (nose on zero).Photo must be taken 

from directly above the fish. The whole fish must be in the photo. The square on the scorecard displaying the 

symbol for the day must be visible in photo. This photo is used toverify the species, size and the day the fish 

was caught. Anglers must submit a photo of each species in order 

3. Only if the fish falls into category “B” and “C”, do you need a third photograph of the angler holding the fish 

with the sea in the background. 

2.4.2All prize winning fish (biggest of each species)must have a photoof t

back to the sea. It is also important that this photo is of good quality as it will be used for advertising.

2.4.3Poor quality photos will be discarded and no prizes or points will be allocated
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ASSPL number as reference (name) when signing the angler’s card.

2.2.4The angler and witness must both agree on the measurement of the fish at the time the fish is measured. 

If there is a discrepancy it must be brought to the attention of the Organizers and be dealt with immediately. 

The witness’s decision is final unless otherwise decided by the competition management.

2.2.5No changes may be made once the fish has been recorded on the score card. 

2.2.6Only once a fish has been witnessed (signed) and released may an angler cast in again.

2.2.7State the sex of fish in the case of sharks and rays;if not stated the male conversion will be used to 

2.2.8If uncertain of the species of a fish, write what species you think it is and show pho

2.2.9Any fish that is caught out of season will still score points as all fish are released. 

2.3.1 Your 100% Catch & Release bucket must be kept full of seawater and within 50m of an

fish must not be left on the beach while anglers fill the bucket. 

photo of your fish in the bucket,now place the fish on the mat (unless it is a “no measure” 

species, refer to 2.1.1 & 2.1.2 above) with the nose of the fish butting against the 10mm aluminium angle iron 

strip at the zero end of the printed tape measure found on thewhite weigh mat, make sure the mat is clean, 

wet and sand free before any fish is placed thereon. 

2.3.2 When measuring a fish, the mat needs to be on a flat surface. Failure to do so can result in the angler 

and or fish being disqualified for point allocation. 

2.3.3It is important to make sure whether the measurement should be fork length, total length or pre

ncorrectly will be disqualified. Remember, sharks that have teeth need a pre

caudal measurement; others must be total length measurement. 

In order for your fish to score points and to qualify for a prize there are three very important p

2.4.1 1. Photo of the fish in the 100% Catch and Release bucket. 

2. Photo of the fish on the RASSPL mat clearly showing the size of the fish (nose on zero).Photo must be taken 

he whole fish must be in the photo. The square on the scorecard displaying the 

symbol for the day must be visible in photo. This photo is used toverify the species, size and the day the fish 

was caught. Anglers must submit a photo of each species in order to score bonus points for species.

3. Only if the fish falls into category “B” and “C”, do you need a third photograph of the angler holding the fish 

2.4.2All prize winning fish (biggest of each species)must have a photoof the angler holding the fish with their 

back to the sea. It is also important that this photo is of good quality as it will be used for advertising.

2.4.3Poor quality photos will be discarded and no prizes or points will be allocated 

ASSPL number as reference (name) when signing the angler’s card. 

2.2.4The angler and witness must both agree on the measurement of the fish at the time the fish is measured. 

d be dealt with immediately. 

The witness’s decision is final unless otherwise decided by the competition management. 

ed may an angler cast in again. 

2.2.7State the sex of fish in the case of sharks and rays;if not stated the male conversion will be used to 

2.2.8If uncertain of the species of a fish, write what species you think it is and show photos to organizers when 

 

2.3.1 Your 100% Catch & Release bucket must be kept full of seawater and within 50m of angler at all times, 

photo of your fish in the bucket,now place the fish on the mat (unless it is a “no measure” 

e fish butting against the 10mm aluminium angle iron 

strip at the zero end of the printed tape measure found on thewhite weigh mat, make sure the mat is clean, 

to be on a flat surface. Failure to do so can result in the angler 

2.3.3It is important to make sure whether the measurement should be fork length, total length or pre-caudal 

ncorrectly will be disqualified. Remember, sharks that have teeth need a pre-

In order for your fish to score points and to qualify for a prize there are three very important photos needed 

2. Photo of the fish on the RASSPL mat clearly showing the size of the fish (nose on zero).Photo must be taken 

he whole fish must be in the photo. The square on the scorecard displaying the 

symbol for the day must be visible in photo. This photo is used toverify the species, size and the day the fish 

to score bonus points for species. 

3. Only if the fish falls into category “B” and “C”, do you need a third photograph of the angler holding the fish 

he angler holding the fish with their 

back to the sea. It is also important that this photo is of good quality as it will be used for advertising. 
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2.4.4 It is the responsibility of the angler that the measurement recorded on the scorecard matches the 

measurement in the photo. 

2.4.5 All camera memory must be cleared before the competition.

2.4.6 All camera settings are to be set to the correct time, day, month and year.

2.4.7 No “selfie” photos allowed. The witness to the catch is to assist in taking photos.

 

 

 

 

2.5 Handling of fish 

 

2.5.1Fish must to be out the water for the shortest time possible with minimum handling.

2.5.2Fish must always be wet; any contact with fish

and wet. 

2.5.3If a fish is gill or gut hooked the fish should be carried carefully, not by the line which will cause more 

damage. Do not attempt to take the hook out, rather cut the line as short as pos

2.5.4All fish must swim away to score points. Anybody caught with a dead fish in their possession will be 

disqualified and will be banned from fishing any further RASSPL Africa competitions.

2.5.5 Never drag a fish on the beach, support the larger f

Catch & Release bucket closer to your angling spot, if you are fishing off the

beach or on the rocks, therebyavoiding carrying your catch for long distances out of water.

2.5.6 Fish must be carried back to the sea in and released from the 100% Catch& Release bucke

Dr. Warren Potts: 

It is very important to have a plan to have the fish measured, witnessed and photographed in the shortest 

time possible. Ideally you want to have the fish in the 100% 

mat, get score card, penand camera& witness ready. RASSPL Africa wants its member to do all they can to 

prevent any damage that could be done to the

fish while this process is being applied. 

 

2.6Bait 

 

2.6.1 The rules and regulations found in the most recent 

Information Brochure (available on the RASSPL Website)published bythe Department of Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries apply ipso facto and it is the responsibility of each individu

or regulation changes, adhere to bait regulations and be in possession of a valid angling (and bait) licence(s).

2.6.2 Bait additives may be used, such as shot for shot anchovy oil and aniseed oils, etc.

2.6.3 No swim baits will be allowed. 

2.6.4 The only live bait that is allowed must be brought onto the beach in live bait buckets or containers by 

anglers. 

2.6.5 Only mullets and strepies/karenteen may be used as live bait.

2.6.6 No fish caught during competition hours 

2.6.7 Since sharks and rays (elasmobranchs) are slow growing and give birth/or produce only a limited number 

of offspring/eggs, the RASSPL Scientific Advisory Team has categorised them as extremely susceptible to the 
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bility of the angler that the measurement recorded on the scorecard matches the 

2.4.5 All camera memory must be cleared before the competition. 

2.4.6 All camera settings are to be set to the correct time, day, month and year. 

2.4.7 No “selfie” photos allowed. The witness to the catch is to assist in taking photos. 

2.5.1Fish must to be out the water for the shortest time possible with minimum handling.

2.5.2Fish must always be wet; any contact with fish such as hands, towel and measuring mat must be clean 

2.5.3If a fish is gill or gut hooked the fish should be carried carefully, not by the line which will cause more 

damage. Do not attempt to take the hook out, rather cut the line as short as possible. 

2.5.4All fish must swim away to score points. Anybody caught with a dead fish in their possession will be 

disqualified and will be banned from fishing any further RASSPL Africa competitions. 

2.5.5 Never drag a fish on the beach, support the larger fish when carrying. It is best to have your water filled 

Catch & Release bucket closer to your angling spot, if you are fishing off the 

yavoiding carrying your catch for long distances out of water.

ck to the sea in and released from the 100% Catch& Release bucke

It is very important to have a plan to have the fish measured, witnessed and photographed in the shortest 

time possible. Ideally you want to have the fish in the 100% Catch and Release bucket while you wet the 

mat, get score card, penand camera& witness ready. RASSPL Africa wants its member to do all they can to 

prevent any damage that could be done to the 

 

les and regulations found in the most recent Marine Recreational Activity 

(available on the RASSPL Website)published bythe Department of Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries apply ipso facto and it is the responsibility of each individual competitor to be aware of any rule 

or regulation changes, adhere to bait regulations and be in possession of a valid angling (and bait) licence(s).

2.6.2 Bait additives may be used, such as shot for shot anchovy oil and aniseed oils, etc.

2.6.4 The only live bait that is allowed must be brought onto the beach in live bait buckets or containers by 

2.6.5 Only mullets and strepies/karenteen may be used as live bait. 

2.6.6 No fish caught during competition hours may be used as bait (dead or alive). 

2.6.7 Since sharks and rays (elasmobranchs) are slow growing and give birth/or produce only a limited number 

of offspring/eggs, the RASSPL Scientific Advisory Team has categorised them as extremely susceptible to the 

bility of the angler that the measurement recorded on the scorecard matches the 

 

2.5.1Fish must to be out the water for the shortest time possible with minimum handling. 

such as hands, towel and measuring mat must be clean 

2.5.3If a fish is gill or gut hooked the fish should be carried carefully, not by the line which will cause more 

 

2.5.4All fish must swim away to score points. Anybody caught with a dead fish in their possession will be 

ish when carrying. It is best to have your water filled 

yavoiding carrying your catch for long distances out of water. 

ck to the sea in and released from the 100% Catch& Release bucket. 

It is very important to have a plan to have the fish measured, witnessed and photographed in the shortest 

Catch and Release bucket while you wet the 

mat, get score card, penand camera& witness ready. RASSPL Africa wants its member to do all they can to 

 

(available on the RASSPL Website)published bythe Department of Agriculture, Forestry 

al competitor to be aware of any rule 

or regulation changes, adhere to bait regulations and be in possession of a valid angling (and bait) licence(s). 

2.6.2 Bait additives may be used, such as shot for shot anchovy oil and aniseed oils, etc. 

2.6.4 The only live bait that is allowed must be brought onto the beach in live bait buckets or containers by 

2.6.7 Since sharks and rays (elasmobranchs) are slow growing and give birth/or produce only a limited number 

of offspring/eggs, the RASSPL Scientific Advisory Team has categorised them as extremely susceptible to the 
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impacts of fishing. Consequently, sharks and rays or any partsthereof may not be used as bait during any 

RASSPL Africa competitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Fishing Times 

 

Fishing hours will be between these hours:

 

Summer (October- March) Lines in at 06h00

Winter (April - September) Lines in at  07h00

 

2.7.1 Any angler starting before or ending later than the set times will have their 

also not be eligible for any prizes on offer.

2.7.2 If a fish is hooked before lines up and is still being played come linesup time, he or his fellow angler must 

have the organizers notified and get permission to land the fish 

to verify the measurement of the fish. 

2.7.3 The cut off time to hand in score cards will occur at different times stipulated by the organizers of each 

competition and no late score cards will be accepted. In

the anglers must notify the organizers of their problem.

 

2.8 Access points 

 

2.8.1 All access points relating to any RASSPL League Outing, National or International

competition must be on public ground (public car park or road). Anglers must be able to reach the beach 

without having to walk/drive over private property. In the event where organisers have arranged otherwise, 

these access points need to be carefully explained at a registrationmeeting or on

an unfair advantage will be disqualified.

2.8.2 All access points to any RASSPL League Outing venue must be accommodating to all road going vehicles 

(big or small, on or off road). Any distance travelled off road using a 4x4 v

anglers have to walk due to vehicle type will be seen as an unfairadvantage and those driving vehicles will be 

disqualified. 

 

2.9 Fishing Tackle 

 

2.9.1 Two rods per angler with a maximum of two hooks per rod will be allowed 

standard. An opposing angler may reel in the line of any unattended rod without warning to avoid being 

tangled with this line. 
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pacts of fishing. Consequently, sharks and rays or any partsthereof may not be used as bait during any 

Fishing hours will be between these hours: 

06h00am and Lines up at 15h00pm, cards to be handed in by 

07h00am and Lines up at 15h00pm cards to be handed in by 16

2.7.1 Any angler starting before or ending later than the set times will have their points disqualified and will 

also not be eligible for any prizes on offer. 

2.7.2 If a fish is hooked before lines up and is still being played come linesup time, he or his fellow angler must 

have the organizers notified and get permission to land the fish out of fishing time. A witness must stay behind 

2.7.3 The cut off time to hand in score cards will occur at different times stipulated by the organizers of each 

competition and no late score cards will be accepted. In the event of a vehicle getting stuck or breaking down 

the anglers must notify the organizers of their problem. 

2.8.1 All access points relating to any RASSPL League Outing, National or International 

(public car park or road). Anglers must be able to reach the beach 

without having to walk/drive over private property. In the event where organisers have arranged otherwise, 

these access points need to be carefully explained at a registrationmeeting or on the poster. Any anglers with 

an unfair advantage will be disqualified. 

2.8.2 All access points to any RASSPL League Outing venue must be accommodating to all road going vehicles 

(big or small, on or off road). Any distance travelled off road using a 4x4 vehicle where other competing 

anglers have to walk due to vehicle type will be seen as an unfairadvantage and those driving vehicles will be 

2.9.1 Two rods per angler with a maximum of two hooks per rod will be allowed throughout the country 

standard. An opposing angler may reel in the line of any unattended rod without warning to avoid being 

pacts of fishing. Consequently, sharks and rays or any partsthereof may not be used as bait during any 

am and Lines up at 15h00pm, cards to be handed in by 16h00pm 

am and Lines up at 15h00pm cards to be handed in by 16h00pm 

points disqualified and will 

2.7.2 If a fish is hooked before lines up and is still being played come linesup time, he or his fellow angler must 

out of fishing time. A witness must stay behind 

2.7.3 The cut off time to hand in score cards will occur at different times stipulated by the organizers of each 

the event of a vehicle getting stuck or breaking down 

 

(public car park or road). Anglers must be able to reach the beach 

without having to walk/drive over private property. In the event where organisers have arranged otherwise, 

the poster. Any anglers with 

2.8.2 All access points to any RASSPL League Outing venue must be accommodating to all road going vehicles 

ehicle where other competing 

anglers have to walk due to vehicle type will be seen as an unfairadvantage and those driving vehicles will be 

throughout the country 

standard. An opposing angler may reel in the line of any unattended rod without warning to avoid being 
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2.9.2 No angler may handle any other angler’s rod from the time a fish is hooked until the fish is landed.

the leader may be handled to assist with the landing of a fish once the fish is in the shallows. If the fish comes 

off the hook another angler may grab the fish to help land it; this is only good sportsmanship and the fish will 

count. 

2.9.3 Rapala's and spoons, drop shot jigs and lures may be used as per 

case of a Rapala with two treble hooks. 

2.8.4 No hand lines or cast-nets permitted during the competition.

2.9.5The use of boats, paddle-ski’s, kites,bait canno

2.9.6Competitors are allowed to use slides but these must be fished not closer than 50m from anglers casting 

baits, unless they have a mutual agreement to do so. Any angler not abiding by this rule will

2.9.7 A line class not exceeding 0.70 mm diameter on your reel as a main line and a leader line of no longer 

than 10 meters are allowed. There is no maximum diameter for leaders.

2.9.8 No gaffing of fish will be allowed whatsoever.

2.9.9 No floatation larger than 5 cubic cm may be used to float your bait.

2.9.10 No jigging of fish will be allowed.

 

2.10 Unusual Catches 

 

2.10.1If two anglers hook the same fish in the mouth with a baited hook, they will both be awarded the points 

for the same fish. 

2.10.2 If an angler lands two fish on one hook both fish will count even if the hook is only in the one fish, as in 

the cases of the fish being attached due to them mating as it has happened with Blue Rays.

2.10.3 Fish that are savaged during the f

and must make legal minimum size. 

2.10.4Foul hooked fish will count only if hooked on a baited hook.

 

2.11 Species 

 

2.11.1. All shyshark species (brown/puffadder and all other species) 

20 points. 

2.11.2. The two finger-fin species (two-tone &red fingers) are no longer seen as the same species. They are 

now two separate scoring species (both 80 points) with no minimum size.

2.11.3. Leopard and spotted catsharks have been combined as one species due to difficulty with identification. 

The pyjama (striped) catshark will stay separate, both scoring 40 points as a species.

2.11.4. The two barbel species (black and silver) have been separated as two separ

points each. 

 

 

3. How the points system works 
 

3.1 Species Points 
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2.9.2 No angler may handle any other angler’s rod from the time a fish is hooked until the fish is landed.

the leader may be handled to assist with the landing of a fish once the fish is in the shallows. If the fish comes 

off the hook another angler may grab the fish to help land it; this is only good sportsmanship and the fish will 

and spoons, drop shot jigs and lures may be used as per manufacturers’specifications, as in the 

 

nets permitted during the competition. 

ski’s, kites,bait cannons or any other sea driven devicewill not be allowed.

2.9.6Competitors are allowed to use slides but these must be fished not closer than 50m from anglers casting 

baits, unless they have a mutual agreement to do so. Any angler not abiding by this rule will

2.9.7 A line class not exceeding 0.70 mm diameter on your reel as a main line and a leader line of no longer 

than 10 meters are allowed. There is no maximum diameter for leaders. 

2.9.8 No gaffing of fish will be allowed whatsoever. 

No floatation larger than 5 cubic cm may be used to float your bait. 

2.9.10 No jigging of fish will be allowed. 

2.10.1If two anglers hook the same fish in the mouth with a baited hook, they will both be awarded the points 

2.10.2 If an angler lands two fish on one hook both fish will count even if the hook is only in the one fish, as in 

the cases of the fish being attached due to them mating as it has happened with Blue Rays.

2.10.3 Fish that are savaged during the fight will count.Only the remaining part of the fish will be measured 

2.10.4Foul hooked fish will count only if hooked on a baited hook. 
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Each species is allocated a fixed amount of points eg.blacktail

scored on the first of each species caught. Second fish caught of the same species will only receive points for 

weight (as does the first of each species).1Kg = 4 points

of points). 

 

3.2Bonus Points 

 

Anglers will receive 200 bonus points for catching 6 species (Western Cape is 5 species).

A further 200 bonus points for catching 10 species and an additional 100 bonus points for every species caught

after catching 10 species. Angler’s photos must be correct in order to receive bonus points.

Any species not listed on the scorecard will automatically score 100 species points provided that the said 

species weighs 500g or more for edibles and 1kg for non

 

3.4 Attendance Points 

 

All anglers that attend a RASSPL outing will receive 30 points for attendance.
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Each species is allocated a fixed amount of points eg.blacktail is 40 points and a zebra is 80 points which is only 

scored on the first of each species caught. Second fish caught of the same species will only receive points for 

weight (as does the first of each species).1Kg = 4 points (weight of fish multiplied by 4 w

Anglers will receive 200 bonus points for catching 6 species (Western Cape is 5 species).

A further 200 bonus points for catching 10 species and an additional 100 bonus points for every species caught

after catching 10 species. Angler’s photos must be correct in order to receive bonus points.

Any species not listed on the scorecard will automatically score 100 species points provided that the said 

species weighs 500g or more for edibles and 1kg for non-edibles. 

All anglers that attend a RASSPL outing will receive 30 points for attendance. 

 

is 40 points and a zebra is 80 points which is only 

scored on the first of each species caught. Second fish caught of the same species will only receive points for 

weight of fish multiplied by 4 will give the total weight 

Anglers will receive 200 bonus points for catching 6 species (Western Cape is 5 species). 

A further 200 bonus points for catching 10 species and an additional 100 bonus points for every species caught 

after catching 10 species. Angler’s photos must be correct in order to receive bonus points. 

Any species not listed on the scorecard will automatically score 100 species points provided that the said 


